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INTRODUCTION

i r;.-■■"-,'• ^; The .,au-thors..-.of *the-first ■,na^i,onal> development plans .ofi^the African
j^.countri-es^seem

■<; i
.

been .the :yic,tims

of rthe, 'illusion

that

i-.t. was

enough

."A0, plan a^-slpwly ^deyel oping economy ;to..give it the-dynamism it slacked.

,.(//. j To
,

to-haye

this illusion ,there was'later wadded another,namely ,that ifinancing of

-. ; foreign, origin .would- ;in all .circums.tanc.es be,, a .substitute., for -national

ef forts, proper.

'... f<-.."'.»

....

-^

<.-_ ■ ._.

, -

-

■/

i

_• .-.o--1.

V.-.lf

..;..-.

■ o^U'ji

Hi-th'-regard':t"o' the second pointy "'the1 numerous 'difficulties encountered

in implementing the operations envisaged have shown "that "there1' are' severe
--'■c<l'--,> .liffli.tftipns-..pn_.thei absorption of. foreign capital by ;an. economy.

Foreign

:■>...«,.,-*. SP.Vernment- aid passes through, a country, and leaves pt in various,-forms
... without

taking, fulls effect,

unless-there is

local, initiative'to: make

it. bear, fruit. .,0nce .roads have been constructed, or 'hospitals -built,

. ,-the. funds, devoted...Jo such,-wqrk,are^(transf ormed into (income ;of workers or

..^.( enterprises^ , If. such income is. not used-, locally,-it: leaves ,the:country
in the. form, of, imports of.-consumer goods:,or transfers of savings^nand it

rtf,:

•■ r^^J1 J:la."ter ^e^necessary to levy-:the necessary resources ■ for .the-.maintenance
..of ,-the roads op the: operation of- ,the-hospitals from-ja.populationAthat

.

..,,-.-„,

.has not become_ any weal thier,. in,, the meantime.;

Admittedly,

foreign.

s government or priyatfc financing^also makes it possible to-carry out
operations that are directly productive but these are.of ■^genuine-; benefit
to the country concerned only to the extent that they induce participation

by the national transactors - suppliers or employees - which precisely

supposes a linkage 'between domestic efforts and external contributions.
Moreover, foreign capital may be split up between a large number of very
minor operations,

and thus

be wasted,

unless previous

studies are ,made

arid implementation is kept under review.
type ofj7capital; must always be used in-a. r,elatively-concehtrated
manner.

However, in that .case,..foreign .capital loses all its.'effectiveness

unless sufficient purchasing power has previously been, created to justify

"the new production.

In fact,

the' small size of domestic markets, is the

most formidable obstacle to the establishment of modern economic

activities, particularly in the industrial" sector.

:f '

'■ - ■ -
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development"rof ■the edonomy supposes industrialization, which
i"V-;:::."'

.

:is made possible drily^-by -a- rapid-increase in labour productivity^and

.:•'therefore, in per capita income;

industrialization,

likethe modernization

. -c-" voif- agriculture.and services, -call's for the intervention'of foreign financing,
I: .\and-"should-'be carried out Within acceptable-tinie-limits. '■' However',1 it is
quite certain that such action has no chance of succesB'unless '■ -""
i^'.;.= Vt-.: .cbrresp.'ondihg. additional1 purchasing power is created .by an' increase of
: r;.; ■.: productive .effprts in other sectors-

■o : *■"'

I

.

;,,

■

,,— -.. ,;.'

^Unfortunately,- planning does not have the" virtue' of:*dispensing nationals

-""'■from-ijthe''need to make1 this efforts' a plan cannot -al-ter the three-cornered

:■ pattern.'"of foreign'aid; still less can it' 'create'resultant purchasing
.power or-expand the 'dome's tic market.

Whatever external

assistance" we can

:'::■ -.'/count on,, our- development''will- be bought wi'th sweat ahd'tears or'hot

;■.)■ Va.t» all-. i>No country .has" escaped''this harsh lawj"1 Western Europe' experienced
.'■ I [i';the times'of-the*, famous "irohr law of wages";'the United1 States was:in a
s.>o.i.:h

'..' .similar position-during'the conquest; of-the west" andso more recently was
cv the Soviet .Union, >with-its-.iron- curtain, which is not simply a'phrase

invented by .politicians but a living economic real;ity. ' All these 'examples
in. different ways illustrate-:bne condition of economic'development, namely,

''■' the accelerated" capitaiization~of human labour.
'..[■,.. '..
:i

'

■

:

'' "'"'

"Foreign government aid may permit the African countries to shorten

tHis per'iod of austerity,

but.it cannot enable them to bypass it. . The

.' "^nefif'that^a ,country may derive from the assistance that it receives

' is in'proportion to its own "efforts; failing;such efforts,. ..aid. will,
""return to

those who grant it,

and,

be the chief beneficiaries.

Thus,

in the long run,

the latter will.

the illusions of the 196O's should

TJibe 'vigorously /denounced'.-"- ^These-'illusiohs' have '"enveloped the plan with
i.a- mys'tique 'that is harmful, to- say "the -least.
'

' '-•-

"

-- ;■* ,■ ■

:

."' A plan, it ."should be repeated, is'neither a panacea nor a develop
ment facto!1.' '
•.'.-•,■_■■■■_.'

.

r-: ;j • '■■

'..
'

',

;

'"'"

-

.

.■.

'0'"'.:' .*': i-- :'.'>-<

..
.

-. .,.

!'"'.■

■ -.

:....

..■"."

.
<

:...,..
. "■ ■

A plan i3 an economic- instrument- in the- service of a- "poii.cy."'-,Planning
is a technique that makes it possible

to co-ordinate efforts,

to use

■

17

resources in the

optimum manner,

economic mechanisms.

and to regulate

the most important

While we must vigorously denounce and combat

"idolization of the plan*,~ it must remain as inspiration.
"a'motive'force but a regulator of the economy,
important but is

Sinoe

not

the

same

the development

The plan is not

which is perhaps no less

thing.

;

of a country calls for very great.sacrifices

on the part

of its population,

it is

only right-,that;'governments

be at pains

to avoid any unnecessary sacrifices;

should

the more effort and

perhaps suffering is required of a population, the more care.must be
"taken that" such" efforts are effective and that no suffering proves one
day to

have been useless.

Therefore,individual

action must be ..co-ordinated

and organized^ori tne basis of a comprehensive development.strategy. . It is

""""ttie"" role"of "the'plan to ensure concordance between the constituent

operations in order to achieve an integrated overall'result.
However,
some

there is no point in having a regulator unless there is

dynamism to regulate and the importance

step with the power of
economy until

the mechanism;

one has found a way of

of the regulator grows in

it is useless

to plan a stagnant

setting it in motion.

action must be based on the motive forces of the economy,

■--..: found:; in the country' itself.

Accordingly,-

which are to be

An economy that is set in motion "only from

:,'■.foreign centres.rof "deci'sion" Is- a- dependent economy. -(.The "motors" of1 growth
,■ i are .of;..,two kinds!*1 among-private persons there is: tKe'j'attra'ctibn of the
- profit' tha't: can- -be- created -or developed,- arid among "the 'leaders,' there are
the basic policy decisions

\

taken.

i:1---' cr-^

-■ -

■ -•'•■•>

The attractiQnVof: individual .prbfi-t.-promotesprivate^initiative and
leads to, the.,emergence, of .the entrepreneur.

-On %he other''.handyia desire

.for the public, good^.is,- the motive and guides-, the 'actions- of/ those>who
hold power in the^.s.ta^be*.

,. -..,.•..„, {,

-

.

',.(,■■

j.'.-ch.

*>*'»!" .-* +

A plan .,tha;fc did, not .express the political will; and'even determination
^ of the governors .wpuld have_no chance of being seriously applied.
applied effectively,
country concerned.

To be

the plan requires support from the population of the
It is known that such support has so far been relatively
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inadequate),, however, it is absolutely essential both to facilitate

implementation and to iimit the danger of "bureaucracy..

Participation "by

representatives of the population through the most diverse channels is

therefore absolutely necessary;
as possible,

to. make such intervention.as effective

the plan needs an inspirational content, which is the only

-■■- way"T 'to arouse a - dormant' population and to channel its energies'towards

"■ --^the fulfilment. of-rthe plan..: - -

■

■ » '

- * :-u ..

'

•

■' ■-

'-..■■

To discourage idolization of the plan and at the same time give it
a positive inspirational content would seem to be extremely important

prerequisites in any planning endeavour,.

Therefore, in order to make

possible a valid presentation of the problems of planning,

have been taken first,

these,points

to be followed by an exposition of the,fundamental

problems raised by planning,
1

namely:

Problems of formulation
Problems of implementation

I

-

PROBLEMS OF FORMULATION

^T0V'e3> -nd tha-deliberations of ■ the. Bordeaux .Symposium
e formulation .of. a plan encounters :three main difficulties.
atesy v^^ be -prepared,, jthon the various ^constituents

.,

..°^,^h.e. Pla.n.p^st:^9.antegrat.e.d,: and,,finally oertain overall appraisals
must be improved.

..

,lY ,

:?-■■ ":. :';

.

,^

,-,

A»_ ry The., preparation -of a- development stra.tegy

-.■,,:..., -..f■■*-.!•

'.■■-'

• ■••:\'~

-Wrth-a few exceptions-,'' :the-f irst'Af rican development plaris 'did not

•have-, any' very coherent 'development- strategy.- ; Some''problems do" riot seem
to have been raised by planners, particularly" the' following!

'" '"

'' '

-....; £-:,.;'.- ('lT)-i -Is''the'plan a growth' plan' or *a'; development' plan? "'"''' ' "L

.L2 o'-

(2) :.'tfhat:i'si>to':be the 'felationsliip-'-be'tween:'indus'trylIand~ agriciature?

4//
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1•

Growth plan or

-

development plan

A development plan will

.."be

carried out,

in the

■

not merely indicate.what operations,,are

i,t. will. mention

if production.operations

-

are

to

the

structural

take full

reforms

to

that are. essential

effect,, to become

firmly rooted

country and-to, "bring about .secondary induced: effects in ^the more

or less distant future.

The plan operations

should lead to self-

sustaining development, that is to say, national development, so that
••■■■*. t '
■
.■ - ' >
'■
- *
■
....
if . ■
:'
- -■ y:
particular attention should be devoted to problems such as efficiency
and profitability,

the development of extension work and the

.;;.•'.

'

■-■■■.-

tioh of suitable and directly productive
.

.

'

'

•.

■

■

:

education.
.

'

|i

organiza^

■;■- ■'

-■'

" It is encouraging

"i

-.....,.'

to note that plans in French-speaking African countries south of the
■

Sahara tend increasingly to be development plans in the precise sense
- ■
.■ ;■
_,
of the term-

2..
■-■.

; «

\ , . .>

.■■

' ■■

"':

'■-.--

-.

."" ■ -A. - ■

-.' ■

The, relationship between industry and agriculture ■. .
.

;i

'-'a.1

. ■ : ■?

Agrioulture and industry are "too of ten r egardedr as independent

sectors and the corresponding programmes are inadequately integrated.
This has two main consequences:, first of all,, planners do. not seem to

be sufficiently aware that,

to be sound, industrial).development, must

be based on a large domestic-market. , At the moment* this, market., consists
.mainly of the national or expatriate households that..obtain, their.' income

from the modern sector.

Consequently, most of the industrial projeots

-selected are aimed'at meeting the" demand '-"of this "category of households.

It will be quite" clear that this type of industrialization' is very
vulnerable.

The^number and incomes of national officials■cannot be

increased indefinitely and,furthermore,

is a more-'or less-uncertain matter.

the presence'of expatriates

Budget austerity or a'reduction

in technical assistance personnel (for example," 'the 'withdraw al-' of'

troops-from-Africa have a very severe effect on the'size of~the-':;
domestic market.' -'••■

.-..*..

■

'

'■.,.-.• J. \ m

'-■

//./
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It is

therefore

essential

to increase

the market "by opening it

more and more to the category of' transactors tha"t~~repres"ents 80 to 90
pef'cent of the':pbpulation^

namely farmers. ' "In other wordsy industrial

'development makes it-hecessary'to raise the level of living of ^he
'■agricultural population.

-Accordingly',

a number ofJiriter-felated priority

' campaigns "must'be set in 'hand In' order to achieve*" this'aim. L'; "
Industrialization in the present acceptation of

relate to consumer goods.
little economic momentum:

external

However,

the

term can only

industries of this type create very

raw materials are often imported,

not much

saving is generated and there is no linkage effect,

industries are at

the

end of

*

since these

the production "chain".

It is nevertheless recognized that some industries for the production
of capital

goods may be

set up in Africa,

even in

in particular industries producing agricultural

etc.

the present, context,

equipment,

Manufacture .-'of—such goods~would-have.the-major advantage of

.encouraging an .increase, in ,agri-cultural; produc.tiyi.ty^and

..rural

''-:-"

fertilizers,

income.

,- .

. -

.,

_

.-• •

■

^ .-■..•-

;, >

.- [ ■

therefore in

<-,:;i\

.nc^.w,

Some- experiments; -iaunched^ih the 'countries members 'of "'"OGAM prove

"-■that- this suggestion -is not sheer Utopianiem.
>'■ technology)

financing and agricultural

'Investigations into

credit should be 'continued' so

''' that- more-' such: industries producing capital goods can be established.
B.
,,^..

The false alternative between "project" plans and "target" plans

From, the . technical

point

sometimes arose with.regard

. series pf.African plans-.-

to

of view,
the

a

serious. misunderstanding."

concept

of-planning in the.'first

Planning.proceeds from a: desire, to:.ensure

..the cohesion of a. number, of ...constituent: : operations. ■
type

of..activity means .creating order,

that .isjto

Planning-.any

say, 'introducing an

organization structure.. .^To.paraphrase a famous dictum,.-.".a.[catalogue

of projects is not in itself a plan any more
Although a plan is made up of projects in
bricks,

the

than a hv-P .■*."■ r;-":^
same way as a house of

the planner selects projects for implementation on the basis

of possible projects and makes his choice

according to criteria that

E/CN.i>i/C£P.'2/iNF -it'
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be*classif.ied;,in three..categories: -'

'

-

•*■: -

'

t ■,....-■..

i .,■■■-.■

(a)

^Conf ormlty with the fundamerital'policiesindicated

.-nri.i^y ■the1 'political.■-authdriitiesj'r- ^-- - ■'"

( b)

Profi.tabili,ty,; :\.i

( c) .-,;Qoherence..:

The pranher's-1

vli,;. :

*:<■..-_. *

:.

'■-■--■'li'
;. .■"

■., ■■

■'--■

..-.':

.--■'-

'-

"•

■•!■■-

....,■•

-■

-!

:

.-.■.■

ta'slc then consist's "in arranging in time the action

that should be undertakenito;ijnplenien^tjvthe_ projects 'selected■ini,..the'
plan.
be

This process is not dissimilar fto( the. programming..of- tasks ^to, ■ 1

carried put by a computer.

r^hen a plan, has .been formulated^ i:t, is^an-£; -o

organized structure of constituent, operations.. ^Eyerybody^is more-.or
less

agreed

on

However,

organized,
the

these

there,,has

that is

organizational

formal

different

economists

model

only possible

but also

and

■•■■-.•j....»'

itself., tSIt. is in fact^-p.ossible-to. make a.;

the

mathematical

been.confusion, between the. thing-A; .'jo.'riur.

the complex of operations programmed,

structure

representation of

is not

points.

sometimes

to say,

v-:i"-*o

organizational

call

a growth model.

but also useful,

structure

of a.plan -.what-.

. ]•
■■ ■■■■

The preparation of ,an-.abstract
not only

to verify coherence

to make"projections'cbncerning'perfinent economic magnitudes

and also"to calculate"some^cbefficierits or various growth rates,
knowledge-"of* which facilitates ' the presentation of the plan and makes

it possible-to-assess its social'and po'li'ticai characteristics.

^..,,^ _.,

.

■•J:-.'.y-l." ■" -

The danger is not that
.,.; :,-. ■.

structure of

■■

'

:c

the

;\r. i ■ .0-.;

plan,

. ;•

- :'-

" ■- '■"-'

■'

-■ •-'■''"■'I. -■-■*- "

of making a representation of
■ ">

■>

■

--'

• ^

L ; > - ■ -u j ■-

which by the way has

-• i -

■••

the advantage

the
of

"--■ A ■''''

organizational
.-_.-..

compelling

a clear statement of "ta'ci't hypotheses "and'conditions which were a basis

of the' planners'"'work/J The danger is "rather to confuse the model that
has been obtained wirthL"the plan itself'.
It must be vigorously reiterated,
several

times,

growth model.

since, the, error ,has been made

that a plan is no more a catalogue of projects
A plan is an instrument with a clear pattern;

■- -. . .-.-

than a
it is a

complex of operational projects organized into a coherent whole according
to predetermined aims.
economic

policy.

It is a technical

tool of middle-term and long-term

E/CN.1-4/CAP.2/INF
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:

'

■■'■:;.■

Accordingly, it will easily be understood that participants at "the" v.^-:
Bordeaux Symposium dismissed the idea,of opposition between the two
economic schools of planning: "target",: planning and "projects planning.

Planning always comprises clearly defined individual operational-- -

]■ ;

projects and also targets in so far as the constituent projects have \y J

been selected and then organizes to constitute an overall .policy.,-..
C

The need to improve, certain overall appraisals"

■ ."■

'

■ S_ .. -:V c s:i.;

Financial"'appraisals1 have sometimes^ been1 made Vitii too much '~i'~J'

:a~'CJ-

optimism; operational 'expenses Have been under-^sti mated or foreign ald° °Q
over-estimated. ' In-both 'cases',5'results^ have' 'not come up to expectations/'^
However, the most serious gaps have doubtless been in the appraisals

concerningVtrainihg and e¥pl-o>ent/nNot- only' have "staffing' nee'els" often been

under-estimated, "but' planner's :have'accepted'a considerable''gap'between'^eds
and the possibilities'-off ered by 'training*'br technical assistance. ^'iJnder'1^
such conditions-, it is not" astonishing' that'"1 plans have not given"tie: '~:ir~J''
results-forecast.':':

'- : ";'-;i ■'"•

i-'--'-1" ' = -■:'. '-

^■I

»

:;.'r..*b

.'."^ is r^o.^^

Ao was energetically stated by participants a,t the Bordeaux

,..„,-,

; :r>

Symposium, the improvement of programmes for on-the-job training and the ^n
recruitment of technical assistance.^personnel, and. their .systematic,.,, ,.,^;,r,j
comparison with genuine needs doubtless implies that administrative,

... ,..

,. =

channels need to be reformed in order to facilitate co-ordination between

the-:planning body arid the ministry 'in "charge" of'education or training.'
These few remarks on the formulation. of a .development strategy,-. the,jn ,

refutai of certain concepts and the .necessity of improving some ..overall, - -0
appraisals seem to delineate the most outstanding problems that, the

. ,A-• . ,Vi-

French-speaking States have encountered and from which lessons have
been drawn'for the behefit^'bf"tW'second series of plans!"

■ ,

-

'

J-

'

'

-. r -

-

.t

ro

"

>>:" J ""

_i,c. •"

■)'-.
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II.

- PROBLEMS OF IMPLEMENTATION

■■-'' While the-planning organ is not the' driving force1 in the economy, it must be its "brain.

It must:

-

( l) " Receive impulses from all

■

-

",

'

'

the cells of the economic body}

( 2)

Select the most important of

(3)

Transmit impulses to

these impulses;

the executive organs.

.A. . Problems of Information

,

!

The administrative network must be so organized that the planning body
can receive all
particular,

the statistical and other information that it needs.

this raises

In

the following problems:

Co-ordination with the .statistical network (integration, independence
or. co-operation) j -

.

The need to use

.

the regional

and local

.

administrations as

correspondents;

This is tantamount to making administrators aware of the problems
of

economic information.

B.

,;

Selection of Information

■The role of

■

,

1-.

. .

. .

the planning body lies at two levelsi(

1.' "The general level;
2.

.

:

The project level*

^

The general level

;

■

■'

....
■
.
I
.
....
It is necessary to construct planning control tables consisting of
;;■,■'..'■

■

a certain number of indicators
development of the

•

■

economy and the overall

The purpose is to enable

■' •■

that permit a day-to-day review of

implementation of the plan.

the leaders to "correct the range"

several French-speaking African countries,

the

rapidly,

particularly the Ivory Coast,

have successfully adopted this course of action.
2...

Project level

.

.

-

,

-,

A planning control table of the entire economy is not sufficient;.it is essential also to verify the implementation of
projects.

the most important

E/CN. 14/CAP".
Page 10

In most cases,

the-work of- administrative and financial verification

is carried,out, while-economic verification is usually neglected.
should the components of such economic supervision be?

What

"Timing"

■■"'■■

supervision or review of the implementation schedule for operations

as they are effected in relation to the plan forecasts should "be included.
There should also be an evaluation of the principal,

secondary and induced

effects of the project: its effect on the budget (resources and expenditure),

on wages (of Africans and expatriates), on .external trade (gains or losses
of foreign,currency) ,_. and on. the other industries or sectors, eto.~
:*

'■ C'

Th'e transmission of-impulses

■

■

. . ■

: :o

It is not enough to be informed and to follow the plan's development

"and implementation at different- levels; after this preliminary work,
impulses must be ssnt frcm the brain.
have been brought tcgethor-

(l)

these impulses must bo directed to: "•■'.

The government departments;

"■'

•"■ ■i(2-)" 'The para-publ-ic. -agenc'lRs;' "
(3)
1-

Once the various items of information

The private sector.

"■.'■•

■ '
■

'■

■

Transmission of impulses to government departments :

■ ..:■:.■:"■-■.- '; ..
'

:•

Suitable administrative procedures nu3t be established to ensure
that the central planning body can give leadership, without being
overburdened with management duties.
It would be desirable
a

to establish within each government department

system of planning ceils which would become correspondents of the

central planning body.

Experiments along these lines have been carried

out in some countries and should be'carefully studied for the purpose of
drawing general conclusions.

Particular attention should be given to

the problems of liaison with the ministry of finance.
in fact,

that ministries of finance

Experience proves,

tend to be preoccupied with the

immediate, while the central planning body is too often not consulted
on decisions which involve

s'-r.:.-\onB ■'.■ornmitments for the future.'

why;,the participants in. tho: Bordeaux Symposium advocated olose

'

That was

..

■

•

*

E/CN.14/CAP.2/INP 17
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collaboration between these two institutions,

._

f

preparation ,of, budgets,.; ;

•t.-;...r'i

:';-■ -..- -.i «

.

especially during the

o.".^ f- ■ ' .;■ 'o.V.

-,2;. •■o:Tr'ansmiLssi'6n of -impulses ■ "66 the 'para-public ageho'i'ea *""

r

Repre'seritatives of the planning body should as a .rule sit. on.
"

committee's of'government departments.

In some cases,

the. economic but

■'" not the technical'supervision of these, institutions' could, be^ entrusted to
■'-*- the' central' "planning agency.
3»
.

_r

Transmission of impulses to the private; sector:

'_.o :■'

—-

''*'-

Th& private sector is^usually not involved in .planning. ".This may
be explained by the existence..of numerous-, obstacl.esi not the-least1

..important of. .wMch is.i.no1^d6uibi-'d4.3;trust of theoveryt.concept of: planning
on the part of jpriyate .entreprezreuxs.

Howeyer, some progress-has :been

t-r .■•9^.^V^^f^^:-!B^^^^I^B^.^:i^^ad±ng to. associate-the private:-se6tpr in
planning since "this soctox-is particularly important,.as a transactor.
An effort towards collaboration ,with this sector could take the form of

establishing commissions at both the formulation and implementation levels,
so that the planning body could inform the private sector, which could
in turn make suggestions to the Government.
CONCLUSIONS

As its dismissal of extreme formulas would indicate,

the Bordeaux

Symposium rejected all dogmatic concepts of planning.

The over-simplified opposition between indicative and imperative

planning (why not conditional planning?), or Soviet and Western
planning, can be shown to be illusory by thorough and factual study of
planning in Africa.

The conditions are not the same as existed in

Soviet Russia after the First World War, nor as those found in Western
Europe immediately after the Second World War.

They are specific

conditions, without historical precedent, which therefore call
for original solutions.
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Alongside Soviet planning and French planning,' which" is considered

to fee the most advanced form of .Western planning, ther.e. :will_now .be
planning for.African countries; in fact,.it has already begun.

We

sincerely Hope that this will be recognized during this Conference^ of

African Planners.

At the moment, African planning is being carri'ed out

-'empirically, by the progressive adaptation to circumstances which are
peculiar to Africa, without rejecting any. suggestions out of hand,
regardless of their' origin._/.

,,,;.<

!_

—

1

.M"..v_J._^.'v.-Ji-

, -.- The;concept of planning shouldn6t be associated 'wi'th "a particular

doctrine.

The fact" that the first development plan appealed'ina""

v-!Lcertain historical context, and that its-first adaptation was'madein
V ^another, is.no reason to link planning with'a particular^ideloiogy^ °

,:

Planning is.a technique -to ■ be- used' tcpromote a' poiicy a'Sd ul'timately the
.".-welfare .of man.
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